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Deng Xiaoping's idea of "seeking truth from facts" is a complete and 
scientific methodology system.It is the inheritance, development and innovation 
of Mao Zedong’s idea of "seek truth from facts" .It is the correct general method, 
the general principle ."Right" is its unique kernel."Standard practice" 
"scientific standards" and "neutralizing standard" are its three 
measures."Practice thinking method" and "scientific thinking method" 
"neutralizing thinking method" are its three basic methods.It also contains six 
basic principles or basic method.Respectively is: "the combination of 
subjective and objective" "the combination of theory and practice " "Social 
practice combined with social practice consciously initiative" "problem 
oriented combined with a goal-directed" "combination of stability and 
flexibility" "relative belonging and relative exclusive combination", etc.Deng 
Xiaoping's the methodology system of "seek truth from facts" is the most 
fundamental of Deng Xiaoping's rote and rejuvenating the country.It is the most 
fundamental party's ideological line.It is the soul of the path of socialism 
with Chinese characteristics.It is the guarantee of China's reform and opening 
up great achievements.In today's society, "seek truth from facts" methodology 
of Deng Xiaoping still has vitality and time value.We should insist on Deng 
Xiaoping's ideology "seek truth from facts" as our guide.We should understand, 
study and application of the system as a whole.We should understand the 
advantages and limitations of this system.We should flexibly use general 
principles or the general method of the system, combined with concrete practice, 
specific practice requirements .We should carry forward the system in practice. 
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